Abstract. A connection between the measures used on time scales and usual Lebesgue measure is established and applied to simple justifications of some recently published results on Vitali covering theorem and A-differentiability of monotone functions defined on time scales.
Basic notions
Time scale is any closed, nonempty subset T of real line R with topology induced by usual Euclidean topology. We put T K = {t € T; t < supT}.
The forward jump operator a : T K -> T is defined by a(t) = inf{s € T; s > t} and t € T K is called scattered if a(i) > t. n(t) = a(t) -t defines so called graininess function on T
K . We can say that T is "right-dense" at points t € T not being scattered which means that for any e > 0 the intersection T fl (t, t + e) is not empty -the set of all such t is denoted by DR.
We shall need also the backward jump operator defined for t € T, t > infT, by p(t) = sup{s G T; s < t}.
A-measure on T
For every A C T K we put 
Proof. T K \ DR is at most denumerable so it is

A-derivative and monotone functions on time scales
Let / : T -> R be an arbitrary function. 
When t is scattered then the f+(t) always exists and
UWa(t) _ t •
By T we denote the closure in R of (inf T, sup T) and by f : T -* R the extension of / to T obtained by linear interpolation on all connected components (rjk, Sk) of T \ T.
We show now how the properties of / can be deduced from those of / which in turn are consequences of classical theorems. For the inequality in the last line see [4] , Theorem 1.3.1.
Concluding remarks
The results presented in our paper are generalizations to time scales of well known results for functions defined on intervals (see for example [4] , chapter 1). They have been proved in [3] using a version of Vitali theorem which has been also proved there. We showed that due to the relation of A measure m and the Lebesgue measure given in Theorem 2.1 they can be obtained as simple corollaries to classical results.
The version of Vitali theorem from [3] can also be obtained from the usual one. Using analogous technique as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we can obtain the required covering.
